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Some	notes:	
	

• The	planetary	culture	revolves	around	family,	tribes,	and	clans.	The	impersonal	bureaucracy	certainly	
reflects	this,	with	most	or	all	positions	reserved	for	certain	clans.	The	migrants	will	have	to	figure	out	how	
to	make	this	work	for	them.	Which	of	the	seventeen	clans	of	House	Popa	get	which	of	migrant	family	will	
have	to	be	resolved	in	various	family	meet-ups.	Blood	and	ancestral	lines	matter,	but	so	does	money,	
political,	business	and	religious	relationships,	and	favours	given	and	offered.	

	

	
Attending	to	business.	This	graphic	is	titled	“2029.plan	B”	©	Igor	Tovstogan.		
See	his	work	at	https://www.deviantart.com/art/2029-plan-B-661607242	

	
• The	locals	will	be	sniffing	out	just	how	strong	or	weak	the	immigrants	are,	and	how	these	new	puzzle	

pieces	will	fit	into	–	and	change	–	the	cultural	and	political	dynamics	of	the	world.	Remember:	House	Popa	
spent	A	LOT	of	money	to	beef	up	their	core	numbers	and	muscle;	with	this	successful	reinforcement	of	
their	base,	they	are	going	to	start	pushing	around	some	annoying	small	fry.	Note	that	House	Popa	has	far	
more	money	and	political	pull	than	their	opposition	does,	off-world.	On-world,	the	contest	is	more	equally	
balanced:	Popa	still	has	the	advantage,	but	it	isn’t	a	slam-dunk.	“You’ll	have	to	work,	in	order	to	win!”	

	
• The	migrants	have	their	own	goals.	Quite	a	lot	of	that	is	simply	to	get	their	bearing	in	a	brand	new	

environment,	and	adjust	to	the	many	differences	between	the	Imperial	and	Solomani	interstellar	cultures.	
The	basics	will	take	a	year	to	gain,	but	a	lifetime	to	master.	Even	discovering	the	history	of	their	world,	
their	old	clan	histories,	the	most	notable	tourist	sites	on	the	planet,	the	networks	of	the	world	(civilian	
and	military,	from	charities	to	criminals)…	all	this	will	be	seen	from	a	fresh,	brand-new	pair	of	eyes.	

	
Scandinavians	are	Protestants	and	enjoy	a	direct	line	to	God.	We	are	Greek	Orthodox,	and	need	churches,	
priests,	saint	hermits,	nuns,	blessed	water	in	plastic	bottles	and	small	icons	on	our	cars	dashboards	to	stay	
connected	to	Him.		
	–	Dima	Vorobiev,	‘I	worked	for	Soviet	propaganda’.		
	
From	“What	do	Russians	think	about	Scandinavia	and	Scandinavians	in	general,	since	they	have	land	borders	
with	Scandinavia?”,	https://www.quora.com/What-do-Russians-think-about-Scandinavia-and-Scandinavians-
in-general-since-they-have-land-borders-with-Scandinavia		

	
• Much	of	the	coming	House	agenda	will	be	religious:	some	sort	of	spiritual/cultural	renewal	is	expected	by	

migrants,	native	Imperials	and	a	large	portion	of	the	House	leadership.	The	flavour	of	that	renewal	will	
have	to	be	worked	as	the	Popai	settle	in	to	their	new	home.	“A	strong	and	powerful	House	demands	a	
strong	and	powerful	Faith:	a	vision	of	the	future	that	is	worthy	of	our	commitment	and	sacrifice!”	
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o Note:	Most	commoners	place	clan	&	tribe	first,	then	their	land	and	territorial	rights:	religion	
comes	a	distant	third	in	their	eyes.	The	leaders	of	House	Popa	plan	to	change	this97.	Nominally	
speaking,	the	major	religions	of	the	world	are:	

! Eastern	Orthodoxy:	led	by	the	Constanța	Orthodox	Church,	and	spread	throughout	the	
Nuzuu,	Vipach,	and	Arlumer	subsectors;	

! Imperial	Catholicism:	Almost	entirely	dominated	by	the	main	Imperial	Rite,	found	across	
the	Imperium.	This	particular	Rite	is	strongly	influenced	by	both	Vilani	and	Latin	rituals;	

! The	Fishermen:	basically,	expansionary	theonomic	Calvinism	without	seminaries,	
organized	in	a	synagogue-like	fashion98;		

! Vilani	Ritualism:	A	variant	with	almost	no	mention	of	the	Ancestors,	focusing	totally	on	
developing	a	Perfect	Tradition	that	can	be	practiced	by	all,	everywhere,	forever;	

! Lacee:	A	form	of	desert	animism	from	the	Long	Night,	which	over	the	centuries	has	
morphed	into	a	form	of	Christianity	with	a	special	reverence	for	the	Water	of	Life.	

o A	major	factor	for	the	migrants	is	defining	the	‘proper	relationship’	between	the	alien	and	the	
human.	They	are	no	longer	obligated	to	publicly	support	Solomani	supremacy:	so	shifts	their	
thinking	–	both	racially	and	theologically	–	are	to	be	expected.99	Native	Kapaki	treat	aliens	as	
‘outside	of	my	clan/tribe’:	the	foreignness	is	what	is	important,	not	the	race.		

! There	are	four	non-human	‘tribes’	on	the	world,	amounting	to	~20%	of	the	population.	
Like	the	humans,	none	originated	on	the	world.	Relations	between	them	and	the	
humans	–	and	each	other	–	vary,	and	shift	over	time.	None	are	born	to	serve	(like	the	
Irilitok	Vargr),	are	innately	hostile	(like	the	K’kree),	or	are	hardened	brothers	(like	the	
Vilani	and	the	Bwap).	These	populations	are	considered	to	be	citizens	by	both	the	
planetary	bureaucrats	and	the	Imperium,	with	rights	to	life,	liberty	and	property.	

! These	populations	are	left	undetailed	here.	Note	that	they	need	not	be	four	separate	
species:	three	competing	Aslan	groups	and	a	Vegan	population	would	be	fine.	

	
• Right	after	religion	and	family	will	come	business.	Solomani	space	is	dominated	by	major	corporations,	

tied	to	(various	branches	of)	the	Solomani	Party.	A	more	free-willing	interstellar	economy,	tied	to		
families	and	clans	(and,	off-world,	Imperial	Houses	and	Vilani-style	corporate-governments!),	requires	
new	thinking.		

o The	Solomani	migrants	are	comfortable	with	TL	14,	compared	with	the	Kapakoo	norm	of	TL	11.	
There	may	be	a	major	step	up	in	liberty	in	Imperial	Space…	but,	on	a	world-to-world	basis,	a	
major	fall	in	income.	The	Solomani	migrants	will	be	working	to	change	this,	pronto!	

	
• Remember	that	most	of	the	current	House	Popa	membership	is	Mixed	Vilani,	while	most	of	the	migrants	

are	Pure	Solomani.	These	Solomani	are	largely	willing	to	adjust	to	Imperial	mores,	and	many	are	pleased	
to	escape	the	eyes	and	swords	of	the	Party;	but	a	substantial	minority	intends	to	expand	the	unofficial	
‘Solomani	Imperium’	culturally,	racially	and,	in	time,	politically	as	well.100		
	
	

																																																																				
97	Perhaps	in	a	way	they	weren’t	planning.	As	of	1105	–	and	ever	since	First	Contact	–	the	Solomani	Abrahamic	
religions	have	tied	religion	to	race:	non-humans	either	have	no	souls;	or	are	ensouled,	but	will	have	to	find	
their	own	way	to	gain	eternal	life,	as	they	are	not	sons	of	Adam,	are	not	affected	by	Adam’s	failure,	need	no	
salvation,	and	so	are	of	no	concern	to	Moses,	or	Christ,	or	Mohammed.	But	one	of	the	migrants	disagrees…	
98	For	more	on	the	synagogue	model	of	expanding	the	Kingdom	of	God,	see	“Mission	in	the	Big	Cities”	by	
Bojidar	Marinov,	http://www.christendomrestored.com/blog/2012/12/missions-in-the-big-cities-1/		
99	“Nothing	stays	the	same,	except	God	and	blood.”	–	Solomani	proverb.	And,	unlike	the	Darwinians,	I	am	not	
so	confident	about	blood.	Certainly,	genetic	kinship	(which	a	materialist	can	touch:	“So	it’s	real!’)	is	of	far	less	
importance	than	the	unchanging	Commandments	(which	a	materialist	can’t	touch:	“So	it’s	a	fantasy!”)	
100	Either	you	grow,	or	you	die:	and	the	Solomani	aren’t	interested	in	dying.	
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• One	set	of	Solomani	migrants	will	be	strongly	interested	in	survivalism	on	this	desert	world.	After	arriving,	
it	will	take	a	few	years	before	they	are	able	to	make	a	decent	go	of	it.	(Picking	the	right	site	–	with	water,	a	
defensible	position	(remember	air/rafts!),	and	few	neighbours	–	will	be	critical.)101	

	

	
An	aging	traveller,	lost	in	his	thoughts.	This	graphic	is	titled	“Old	Timer”	©	Adrian	Mark	Gillespie.			

See	his	work	at	https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Old-Timer-447393344	
	

(Following:	Page	95)	Anastasia,	Duchess	of	Nuzuu.102	
This	graphic	is	titled	“Grand	Duchess	Anastasia”	©	Karen	De	la	Garza.	See	her	work	at	
https://tottiewoodstock.deviantart.com/art/Grand-Duchess-Anastasia-651395017	

	
(Following:	Page	96)	Monáe,	Sector	Duchess	of	Verge.103	

This	graphic	is	titled	“Duchess	Monae”	©	Wolfgang	Amadeus	LeBlanc.	
See	his	work	at	https://www.deviantart.com/art/Duchess-Monae-715587422	

	

																																																																				
101	They	will	be	preparing	for	a	reasonable,	small-scale	threat:	perhaps	a	major	clan	war	on	the	planet,	or	a	
military	attack	by	a	hostile	world,	or	the	collapse	of	the	local	communication,	food	transport,	or	electrical	
grids,	or	a	major	environmental	disaster	like	an	asteroid	strike.	They	will	NOT	be	preparing	for	their	robots	and	
computers	to	rebel	against	them,	but	may	be	getting	ready	for	a	sharp	fall	in	technology.	They	CANNOT	truly	
prepare	for	the	full-scale	interstellar	civil	war	that’s	coming,	but	CAN	prepare	for	planetary	chaos.	
102	I	have	always	used	“Grand	Duke”	and	“Grand	Duchess”	as	a	synonym	of	“retired”,	rather	than	the	proper	
Traveller	usage,	“a	senior	member	of	the	ruling	Imperial	dynasty”.	A	retired,	yet	living,	High	Noble	is	still	a	
powerful	voice,	and	not	to	be	trifled	with…	but	lacks	command	authority	over	Imperial	forces.	
103	First:	Yes,	I	switched	the	titles	around:	I	want	the	subsector	duchess	to	look	like	the	people	she	rules.	
“Promotions	from	local	elites	help	to	cement	loyalty.”	Disagree?	Feel	free	to	switch	the	titles	back…	but	every	
decision	has	a	price	tag	attached	to	it.	Second:	As	per	the	Survival	Margin	supplement,	Verge	has	a	history	of	
interstellar	feuding	and	small-scale	rebellion,	annoying	the	Ducal	nobility…	but	Kapakoo	is	on	the	margin	of	
Verge	Sector,	and	is	not	as	powerfully	influenced	by	this	tradition	as	other	Verge	worlds.	
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Live Interviews with the Imperial Loyalist Network, with I Uuhura 
	
I’m	I	Uuhura	of	the	Imperial	Loyalist	Network,	your	
connection	to	the	expanding	might	of	the	Imperium!	
We’re	here	to	talk	with	some	of	the	new	refugees	from	
the	tyrannical	Solomani	Confederation!		
	
With	me	today	is	Joshua	Pop,	a	sophont	who	has	
become	something	of	a	Solomani	guru	or	prophet	
among	the	migrants.	His	theology	differs	substantially	
from	Solomani	doctrine	in	a	number	of	fascinating	
ways!	For	one	thing,	destroying,	subjugating,	and	
humiliating	non-Solomani	isn’t	on	the	agenda…	

“Surely	the	Children	of	God	can	generate	their	
own	wealth,	without	robbing	others.	God	has	
no	need	to	steal	from	lower	orders	of	life:	with	
so	many	stars	and	so	much	untouched	
potential	in	this	universe,	why	should	we?	
Aren’t	we	to	imitate	the	Creator	and	Judge,	
rather	than	common	thieves	like	the	Aslan	and	
the	Vargr,	sorcerers	like	the	Zhodani,	
manipulative	&	deceitful	cowards	like	the	
Hivers,	or	the	mindless	heard	of	the	K’kree?”	

…but	judging	them	definitely	is!	
“Isn’t	it	rational	to	suppose	that	angels	are	our	
superiors	in	every	objective	way?	Immortal,	
intelligent,	mighty,	unhindered	by	any	object	
or	sword?	But	God	has	raised	men	to	judge	
angels!	We	are	His	representatives:	we	
command,	and	they	obey!	And	if	we	are	to	
judge	angels,	we	will	certainly	insure	that	
mere	aliens	to	submit	to	His	will!”	

I	thought	that	Divine	Law	didn’t	apply	to	aliens…	
	 “You	thought	wrong!	God	rules	all,		

and	all	shall	kneel.	ALL,	without	exception.”	
Are	you	sure	you	don’t	have	Vilani	blood	in	your	veins?	
That’s	a	lot	of	hard-core	conformity,	right	there…	

“The	Vilani	aren’t	always	wrong.	It	isn’t	all	
about	bloodlines.	It’s	all	about	ethics,	law,	
righteousness!	One	Law	for	all,	regardless	of		
mere	genetics!	The	way	the	Solomani	
originally	ran	the	Third	Imperium…	before	the	
humanist	(spit)	Solomani	Party	began	to	
spread	its	corruption!”	

Good	thing	we’re	out	of	Solomani	Space	now,	or	SolSec	
would	be	knocking	on	your	door	just	about	now.	

“They	secretly	hate	being	subject	to	God	the	
Father	–	He	who	is	no	man!	But	God	sees	their	
hidden	contempt…	and	His	shining	sword	is	in	
His	hand	even	as	we	speak!”	

I’m	assume	that	you	know	that	there	are	numerous	
sophonts	like	carnivores	who	have	no	interest	in	ethical	

restrictions	on	murder,	multi-sexed	species,	naturally	
psionic	sophonts…	

“We	are	Solomani,	and	we	have	been	given	
the	gift	to	shape	and	change	the	genetics	of	
any	sophont,	to	reform	life	itself,	in	humble	
imitation	of	Christ	our	Master,	the	All-Creator!	
Rest	assured,	bad	genetics	can	be	healed,	and	
corrupt	biospheres	can	be	restored!	Just	as	
children	will	play	with	asps,	and	lions	
peacefully	follow	children	with	calves,	so	we,	
the	Firstborn	of	the	Children	of	God,	will	bring	
salvation	to	all,	across	the	cosmos!	All	
sophonts	can,	and	should,	be	adopted	into	the	
Family	of	God!”		

I	didn’t	think	that	there	were	any	lions	left…	
“We	restored	them,	long	ago.	With	a	few	
tweaks,	so	they	better	fit	in	godly	society.”	

Tamed	and	broken	lions	aren’t	really	lions.	
“Rebellious	lions	that	refuse	to	submit	to	
God’s	Children	get	precisely	the	reward	that	
they	earned.	“	

I	have	a	suspicion	that	you	will	not	be	asking	the	Vargr	
to…	well,	stop	being	Vargr.	

“God	does	not	ask	all,	everywhere,	to	obey:	
He	commands,	and	there	is	punishment	for	
disobedience.	This	ethic	applies	to	all	species,	
all	minds,	all	life,	everywhere:	sophont	or	not,	
visible	or	not,	capable	of	obedience	or	not.”	

I	sense	a	galaxy-wide	mass	extinction	event	coming	on	
strong…	around,	say,	3000	years	from	now.	

“Like	the	Vilani	and	the	Centaurs,	perhaps?	
There	was	a	mass	extinction	right	on	Terra,	
where	the	human	population	was	reduced	
from	hundreds	of	thousands	down	to	eight.”	
[Pause]	“Delusional	pagans	always	think	that	
God	is	kidding.	He	isn’t.”	

I’m	starting	to	miss	the	old	racialist	Christians,	who	
thought	that	God’s	Commandments	only	applied	to	
God’s	Children.	

“Children	of	God	are	known	by	their	
obedience	to	God,	and	not	by	their	physical	
makeup.	Are	you	so	moronic	to	think	that	
Christianity	is	some	kind	of	materialism?	Over	
time,	error	is	filtered	out,	and	the	indomitable	
truth	of	Christ	rises.	Whether	you	personally	
approve	it	or	not	matters	not	in	the	slightest.”	

I	think	I’d	better	leave	now,	while	this	conversation	is	
still	strictly	verbal.	

“Good	call.”	
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Live Interviews with the Imperial Loyalist Network, with I Uuhura 
	
I’m	I	Uuhura	of	the	Imperial	Loyalist	Network,	your	link	
to	the	unstoppable	rise	of	the	Imperium!	We’re	here	to	
talk	with	the	Noble	Leadership	who	saved	these	new	
refugees	from	Solomani	oppression!		
	
With	me	today	is	Imperial	Squire	Diawi’shah,	the	
sophont	who	has	organized	the	Popagroup,	a	convoy	
that	brought	these	fresh	new	faces	to	their	new	
Imperial	home!	Let’s	find	out	the	reasons	for	his	
actions	here,	on	the	Imperial	Loyalist	Network!	

“Good	to	see	you	again,	Mr.	Uuhura.	I	trust	
that	things	are	well	with	your	kin	and	
corporation?”	

Yes,	my	personal	and	professional	lives	are	doing	well,	
thanks	for	asking!	Elder	Diawi’shah,	can	you	outline	
your	reasons	for	bringing	in	hundreds	of	your	kinsmen	
from	the	twisted	darkness	of	the	Confederation	into	
the	shining	light	of	the	Imperium?	

“While	the	overall	aim	is	to	strengthen	our	
family	as	we	handle	an	unfortunate	rebellion,	
we	also	intend	to	revitalize	our	House	and	our	
Imperial	territories	with	new	technological	
advances,	a	refreshed	spirit,	and	even	
reconcile	our	Mixed	Vilani	and	Pure	Solomani	
members.	This	will	bring	unity	to	our	numbers,	
wealth	to	our	fiefs	and	holdings,	and	increased	
peace	and	prosperity	to	our	small	part	under	
the	Iridium	Throne.”		

Can	you	tell	me	more	about	your	dynastic	troubles?	
“As	you	know,	a	House	will	not	stand	if	we	fail	
to	bring	forth	a	new	generation,	to	take	up	the	
robes,	scepters,	and	swords	of	the	old.	Many	
Noble	lines	have	fallen	into	extinction	as	they	
neglect	their	responsibilities	and	choose	the	
way	of	pleasure	instead.	As	our	Vilani	Imperial	
brothers	would	say,	‘It’s	the	foolishness	of	
placing	consumption	above	production,	
immediate	desire	above	long-term	goals.’”	

A	perennial	Solomani	problem,	if	I	may	say	so	myself.	
“Perhaps.	But	House	Popa	must	choose	life,	
instead	of	death:	for	our	own	sake,	for	those	
under	our	care,	and	as	an	example	for	other	
Imperial	Houses	to	follow.	Some	of	our	less	
responsible	brothers	disagree,	and	are	in	the	
process	of	being	disciplined.”	

I	trust	that	your	ancestors	will	stand	with	you,	as	you	
enforce	your	traditional	mores	on	those	unconforming	
rebellious	innovators.	But	still:	why	turn	to	a	traitorous	
Pure	Solomani	branch	of	your	family	to	bring	in	new	
technology,	when	there	are	numerous	advanced	
Imperial	worlds?	

“First,	our	exiled	Solomani	brothers	were	
never	traitors	to	the	Imperial	Throne:	they	
were	merely	forced	out	when	the	Mixed	Vilani	
lines	grew	weary	of	their	rule.	Bringing	them	
back	heals	a	breach	that	should	never	have	
been	made	in	the	first	place!	Second,	
technology	differs	across	Charted	Space:	the	
details	of	‘Solomani	TL	14’	differs	extensively	
from	‘Zhodani	TL	14’	or	‘Hiver	TL	14’,	even	if	
the	overall	effect	is	the	same.	Our	Household	
technologists	are	sure	that	there	is	much	to	be	
gained	from	recognizing	and	exploiting	
Solomani	advances,	and	blending	them	with	
Imperial	technology	to	surpass	both.	

Aren’t	you	afraid	that	the	Solomani	may	again	take	
over	control	of	your	House,	and	drive	the	Mixed	Vilani	
members	to	a	lower	status?	

“Once	upon	a	time,	the	Solomani	were	truly	
confident	in	their	superiority:	and	confident	
men	are	generous	and	gracious	with	those	
under	their	power.	The	Solomani	dynasties	of	
the	antebellum	Imperium	had	no	problem	
with	legal	equality	between	humans	and	non-
humans;	they	felt	no	need	to	always	push	
around	the	weak	to	show	how	superior	they	
are…	unlike	the	fearful,	timid,	xenophobic	
Solomani	of	today.	It	is	this	truly	Imperial	
Solomani	Spirit,	this	righteousness,	which	we	
wish	to	nurture	and	shelter	and	bring	back	to	
life	once	again!	Whether	they	again	gain	
power	in	our	house,	or	branch	out	into	a	new,	
allied	cadet	line,	is	a	secondary	matter.”	

In	your	family	rulings,	I	notice	a	strong	emphasis	on	the	
Solomani	religion	of	Christianity,	the	faith	of	your	
House.	Can	you	expand	on	that?	

“I	–	and	many	other	Solomani	Nobles	–	feel	
that	the	Christian	Faith	has	been	deformed	
and	corrupted	by	the	power	of	the	Solomani	
Party.	And	we	intend	to	smash	the	race	idols	
that	the	Satanists	have	erected	in	place	of	the	
Cross.	Of	course,	we	also	believe	the	we	will	
be	blessed	in	doing	so	by	the	Star	Maker,	with	
children,	a	clearer	vision	of	the	
Commandments,	and	the	strength	to	uphold	
them…	and	so	inherit	the	future.”	

I	wish	you	well	in	your	endeavour.	
“And	your	wishes	are	appreciated.	May	Christ	
be	exalted	over	all,	and	the	Emperor	be	
blessed	greatly!”	

May	the	Emperor	be	blessed	greatly!
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A	planet	is	a	big	place.	Most	of	the	planet	is	on	the	cold	side:	but	some	parts	of	the	planet	are	far	more	

temperate	and	welcoming.	This	graphic	is	titled	“Warmth	of	the	Morning	Suns”	©	uxmal750ad.			
See	his	work	at	https://www.deviantart.com/art/Warmth-of-the-Morning-Suns-709424895	

	
Hipponax & Canopus: A Little More Background 
Most	Hipponaxians	can	trace	their	heritage	from	various	colonial	families	from	Yanos	and	Castine	subsectors	of	
Canopus,	which	themselves	are	broadly	descended	from	old-stock	Southern	European	&	North	African	families	
that	dominated	the	more	notable	worlds	of	Jardin	subsector,	Solomani	Rim,	during	the	Rule	of	Man.	Terran	
Confederation	expansion	into	Canopus	tentatively	began	during	the	late	Rule	of	Man	era,	with	a	few	dozen	
hopeful	colonies,	exile	settlements,	and	temporary	bases	rising	and	falling	throughout	the	Long	Night,	long	after	
the	Confederation’s	demise.		
	
The	sector	remained	sparsely	settled	and	largely	unknown	even	after	the	foundation	of	the	Third	Imperium:	by	the	
time	Terra	joined	the	Imperium	in	588,	perhaps	15%	of	Canopus	was	properly	mapped	out	by	Imperial	and	Terran	
forces,	mainly	the	better	worlds	of	Yanos,	Castine,	and	Mergez	subsectors.	Various	wars	and	conflicts	both	
religious/ideological	and	cultural/racial	served	to	push	out	the	old	Jardins	from	their	homeworlds	during	the	500s-
700s	Imperial:	open,	fertile,	unclaimed	worlds	with	good	resource	deposits	in	the	three	subsectors	mentioned	
above	acted	as	magnets	to	the	dispossessed	peoples	looking	for	a	new	home.	
	
As	per	Mongoose’s	Solomani	supplement	(page	120),	parts	of	Canopus	Sector	remained	unexplored	until	the	last	
century	(1000-1100	Imperial);	many	words	remain	largely	unmapped	or	only	superficially	surveyed.	Hipponax	was	
always	an	attractive	world	from	the	moment	the	first	Imperial	Scout	set	foot	on	it	on	100-682	Imperial:	a	treasure	
trove	of	a	fertile	world	with	abundant	natural	resources,	and	much	of	its	biosphere	highly	compatible	with	human	
genetics	–	“You	can	eat	the	local	fruits	right	off	the	vines!”104		
	

																																																																				
104	Of	course,	this	means	that	the	local	wildlife	can	eat	you	(and	human	food)	without	a	problem.	The	truly	
dangerous	megafauna	have	been	mostly	killed	off	outside	of	the	nature	reserves	–	mostly	–	but	local	crop	
pests	and	diseases,	while	no	longer	real	threats,	still	annoy	local	agribusiness	concerns	and	perplex	medical	
professionals.	Some	native	pests,	diseases	&	vermin	have	spread	along	the	local	starlanes	to	nearby	worlds…	
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If	you	dig	deep	within	the	archives	of	Hipponax,	you	will	get	hints,	images,	and	fragmentary	reports	of	a	low-

tech	sophont	species,	possibly	a	minor	human	race,	which	before	the	arrival	of	the	Solomani	lived	in	several	

mountainous	regions.	“Emphasis	on	the	past	tense.”	This	graphic	is	titled	“The	Hunter	and	the	Hunted”		
©	Andreas	Rocha.	See	his	work	at	https://www.deviantart.com/art/The-Hunter-and-the-Hunted-715352091	

	
There	was	a	yearly	flow	of	hundreds	of	thousands	of	immigrants	throughout	the	800s,	rising	sharply	just	before	
and	during	the	Solomani	Rim	War	(990-1002	Imperial)	and	for	decades	afterwards.	Many	families	here	have	
connections	with	ex-Solomani	worlds,	now	under	Imperial	administration.	
	
Player Characters for the Adventure 
Now,	here’s	the	thing.	Traveller	assumed	a	number	of	socially	isolated,	obligation-free	men,	experienced	in	war,	
ready	and	able	to	travel	the	galaxy	in	search	of	adventure.	Such	footloose	nomads	can	get	into	a	lot	of	trouble,	and	
wild	risk-takers	getting	in	over	their	heads	on	strange	new	worlds	is	the	essential	core	of	Traveller.	This	is	highly	
entertaining	–	and	Traveller	is,	at	its	heart,	a	form	of	entertainment.	A	lot	of	men	wish	that	they	could	travel	he	
stars,	cause	trouble,	take	daring	risks,	get	the	money	and	the	girl…	and	win	it	all!	
	
But	in	this	story,	I’m	more	interested	in	men	on	a	journey	to	found	and	build	up	a	new	civilization,	one	informed	by	
Christian	covenantalism	&	dominionism:	“Expand	your	responsibility	(and	thus,	your	authority)	in	time	and	on	
earth;	build	up	your	family	and	community;	tame	and	enrich	the	land	and	spread	civilization;	spread	the	Kingdom	
of	God.”	Building	up	families,	nations,	civilizations,	and	extending	their	reach	across	time	and	space,	all	in	the	
service	of	the	eternal	King105:	these	are	the	kind	of	stories	that	entertains	and	interests	me,	and	this	is	my	target	
audience.106	If	others	benefit	as	well,	fine:	there	is	common	grace	for	all,	as	well	as	special	grace	for	the	elect.	But	
no	writer	can	please	everyone:	someone	must	come	first.	
	
That	would	be	my	brothers	in	Christ.	
	
So:	men	are	not	individual	isolates.	They	work	in	communities,	they	have	histories,	they	come	from	somewhere.107	
Where	a	man	comes	from	substantially	shapes	who	they	are.	But	where	do	the	PCs	come	from?		

																																																																				
105	Christians	would	be	wise	to	insure	that	they	are	only	ruled	by	their	own,	under	Christian	laws	&	principles	
as	set	forth	in	the	Old	&	New	Testaments.	Rule	by	anyone	else,	be	they	Secularist	or	Muslim,	means	an	explicit	
subjugation	under	their	yoke.	“Better	to	fear	God	than	Men.”	
106	Robinson	Crusoe	is	the	standard	model	in	literature:	but	there	are	others,	including	the	sci-fi	series	The	
Lamb	Among	the	Stars.	“God	demands	quality	storytelling,	as	well	as	quality	scientific	research	and	quality	
business	practices.	So	give	it	to	Him!”	
107	There	is	a	cost	to	this	kind	of	roleplaying:	you	need	to	put	more	effort	into	it.	A	pickup	game	of	isolates	
whose	past	is	irrelevant	to	the	action	is	much	easier	to	role-play.	That	suits	most	gamers,	and	Traveller	can	
(and	should!)	be	primarily	marketed	to	these	folks,	as	that’s	where	the	money	is.	
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In	most	of	Traveller,	that	question	does	not	matter.108	Fair	enough:	most	players	just	want	a	pickup	adventure,	and	
they	should	get	what	they	want.	But	in	this	adventure,	who	you	are	and	where	you	are	from	matters.	That’s	the	
kind	of	stories	I	prefer	to	write.	
	
There	are	two	main	groups	involved:	the	Imperials	from	House	Popa,	and	the	community	of	Popa-related	pioneers	
from	the	Solomani	world	of	Hipponax,	known	as	the	Popai	ethnic	group.	
	

 
The	Popagroup’s	route	is	mainly	focused	on	the	mainworlds	and	their	ports.	There	are	quite	a	lot	of		

mysterious	enigmas	elsewhere	in	these	systems	that	the	PCs	simply	won’t	have	time	to	explore.		

For	example,	the	impenetrable	80,000-year-old	Maskelinte	Orb	hovering	over	Birve,		

a	planet	in	the	Shawngi	system	in	Zarushagar	Sector,	deep	in	Imperial	Space.	Perhaps	another	time…		
This	graphic	is	titled	“The	Egg”	©	Adriano	Portugal.		

See	his	work	at	https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/The-Egg-683845495	
	

The	men	from	House	Popa	are	generally	younger,	in	their	20s	and	30s:	they	know	the	basics	about	their	universe,	
some	are	well	seasoned	despite	their	youth,	but	few	have	family	ties	on	their	homeworld.	The	younger	ones	like	
adventure,	and	–	lacking	money	–	like	the	payout	&	bonus	they	have	been	promised	at	the	end	of	the	adventure.	
The	older	ones	are	committed	to	the	Project,	just	doing	their	job,	or	want	an	early	look	at	the	new	recruits	for	their	
own	reasons.	
	
In	contract,	the	leading	men	and	women109	from	Hipponax	are	mainly	interested	in	protecting	their	Popai	
community110	as	they	go	on	their	long	journey.	They	are	taking	a	big	risk,	and	–	unlike	the	Imperials	–	have	a	lot	to	

																																																																				
108	This	isn’t	exactly	true:	most	Traveller	chargen	(character	generation)	systems	involve	the	creation	of	a	
homeworld	for	the	traveller	in	question.	Still,	that’s	more	for	determining	skills	than	anything	else.	
109	While	women	value	safety/security	over	high-risk/high-reward	behavior	(and	so	make	poor	adventurers…	
but	enjoy	longer	lifespans),	many	do	have	good	judgment,	and	so	may	rise	to	leadership	positions	in	their	
community:	officially,	or	otherwise.	Men	love	power	&	status	–	an	aggressive	desire	for	Dominion,	planted	in	
their	hearts	by	God	Himself	–	and	are	willing	to	risk	a	lot	in	order	to	get	it:	but	they	often	fail	spectacularly,	
betting	(and	losing)	it	all	in	a	way	women	rarely	do.	Moreover,	men	often	think	that	power	trumps	ethics,	a	
mistake	that	invites	severe	punishment.	For	a	quick	grasp	of	men,	women,	and	their	relationship	to	the	
	
	
	


